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Novel protocols for
P300-based brain-computer interfaces
Mathew Salvaris, Caterina Cinel, Luca Citi and Riccardo Poli

Abstract—The oddball protocol is often used in BrainComputer Interfaces (BCIs) to induce P300 ERPs, although,
recently, some issues have been shown to detrimentally effect
its performance. In this paper, we study a new periodic protocol
and explore whether it can compete with the standard oddball
protocol within the context of a BCI mouse. We found that
the new protocol consistently and significantly outperforms the
standard oddball protocol in relation to information transfer
rates (33 bits/min for the former and 22 bits/min for the latter,
measured at 90% accuracy) as well as P300 amplitudes. Furthermore, we performed a comparison of two periodic protocols
with two less conventional oddball-like protocols that reveals the
importance of the interactions between task and sequence in
determining the success of a protocol.
Index Terms—Brain-computer interfaces, P300, Event-related
potentials, Oddball paradigm, BCI mouse

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE FIELD of brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) [1]–[3]
continues to capture the imagination of many researchers.
BCIs refer to systems that utilise electroencephalography
(EEG) and other technologies to detect changes in the state of
the brain and to make sense of such changes in order to achieve
communication [3]. Because BCI systems do not require
the use of the normal communication channels available to
able bodied individuals, they are especially desirable for the
severely disabled.
Still, the performance of BCIs is limited. This is due to
numerous factors such as the non-stationary nature of brain
signals, limitations of the signal processing and classification
methods used and a limited understanding of the underlying
cognitive processes [3]–[6]. These are also the reasons why
BCI remains such an engaging field.
Amongst the numerous BCI paradigms, those based on the
P300 component in EEG are among the most successful and
well-studied [7], [8]. Usually, in BCI, P300 ERPs are triggered
using oddball procedures [9]. Although P300-based BCIs have
enjoyed remarkable success over the last few years, some
considerable drawbacks have also been identified [10]–[12]
(more on this in the next section).
In this paper, we propose a novel P300-based BCI paradigm
that has the potential to significantly reduce some of the
limitations of previous approaches (as we will discuss in
Section IV). A key feature of our paradigm is that it is not
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based on the standard oddball technique involving identifying
a rare and unpredictable target stimulus within a sequence of
non-target stimuli. Instead, it uses periodic protocols where the
timing of target stimuli presentation is regular and, therefore,
entirely predictable and where participants have to discriminate between different features of the targets. We demonstrate
our ideas within a specific application (a P300-based BCI
Mouse) although the approach is general and can be applied to
a variety of domains in BCI and possibly also in psychophysiology.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we provide
a survey of relevant literature on the P300 component and
P300-based BCIs. In Section III we review previous work in
the specific application domain (a P300-based BCI Mouse)
within which we test our approach. In Section IV we discuss
the key ideas which led us to formulate a class of periodic
protocols. In Section V we describe the two experiments
we conducted to test these ideas and introduce the details
of our experimental methodology. In Section VI we report
the results of the experiments. In particular, we compare
new protocols against the traditional oddball protocol and
against two other protocols that, like the oddball, are based
on random presentation sequences. These comparisons are
based on classification performance and on the features of the
Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) different protocols elicit. In
Section VII we discuss our findings. Finally, we provide some
conclusions and indications for future work in Section VIII.
II. P300 AND P300- BASED BCI S
The P300 ERP has a centro-parietal focus and typically
occurs around 300–600 ms after a task-relevant stimulus is
detected amongst a group of task-irrelevant stimuli (e.g.,
see [13]). It is a widely explored potential not only in BCI
but also, rather naturally, in cognitive neuroscience. The P300
can be elicited by different sensory modalities (auditory, tactile
and visual) under certain experimental conditions [14], [15].
It is an endogenous component, since it is caused by internal
cognitive processes rather than by some automated preattentive
processing of incoming stimuli. In other words, it is ‘invoked’
rather than ‘evoked’ by the stimuli [16]. There are a number
of P300-like potentials [13]: the one which is most relevant
for this paper is the P3b. However, for simplicity, we will still
refer to it as P300 in the rest of the paper.
Most P300-based protocols rely on the so called “oddball”
paradigm [17], [18]. Typically the oddball paradigm involves
the presentation of a train of standard background stimuli
(non-targets) within which rare “oddball”/relevant stimuli (or
targets) are included at random temporal positions. Subjects
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are tasked with detecting the target stimuli and, typically,
performing some simple task such as pressing a button every
time the target has been perceived or counting the targets.1
While the nature of the stimuli and of the task may change,
there are three properties that are common to virtually all
oddball paradigms: (1) targets need to be discriminated from
non-targets, (2) as stimulus presentation is randomised, the
target-to-target interval (TTI) is not a constant, but a random
variable, and (3) targets are relatively rare.
The characteristics of the P300, such as its amplitude, scalp
location and latency, are influenced by a number of factors
ranging from the physiological aspects of the subject (e.g.,
fatigue and food intake) to properties of the protocol used to
elicit P300s, as well as the motivations and imperatives imbued
in the subjects and their psychological state [13], [16]. These
sources of variability confound matters and make it very hard
to design an optimal P300-elicitation paradigm.
Key protocol properties that affect the amplitude and latency
of P300s are the target probability, the inter-stimulus interval
(ISI, the time interval between the end of a stimulus and
the beginning of the following one) and the stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA, the time interval between the beginning
of two consecutive stimuli). The inverse relationship between
P300 amplitude and target probability has been known for several decades [16] and so has the positive correlation between
the amplitude of P300s with the ISI or the SOA [19]. More
recently, it has been suggested that the variance observed in
the P300 properties, when adjusting such parameters, might
be better explained using the TTI [20].
In order to avoid confusion in the interpretation of ERPs, the
SOAs chosen in cognitive psychology experiments are usually
quite long (in the order of seconds). In this way, the ERPs
associated with a stimulus are clearly distinguishable from
those associated with the following, or previous, stimuli. In a
BCI, however, this is not viable since such long SOAs would
result in impractically slow communication rates. Therefore,
the SOAs used in BCI are typically much shorter (around
175 ms is quite common). This triggers a whole new set of
problems and effects which have recently been identified and
studied [10]–[12]. These noticeably hinder classification and,
therefore, reduce the information transfer rate of BCI systems.
A key effect is related to the temporal proximity of target
stimuli: targets that closely follow other targets produce worse
classification than targets that appear one or more stimulus
presentations later. This effect has been attributed to psychophysiological phenomena such as attentional blink [21]
and repetition blindness [22] as well as overlap effects [10]–
[12], [23]. Some attempts have been made to either mitigate
these effects [2], [10] or harness them in order to achieve
better classification [11]. Results have been encouraging but
the problem still remains and can only get worse as we seek to
shorten the SOA to achieve higher information transfer rates.
1 While focusing attention on the target stimulus is a requirement, the
amplitude of the P300 (P3b) is significantly enhanced if, additionally, a task
is assigned to the occurrence of a such stimulus [16] as long as task demands
are still within a subject’s capabilities (an excessive task difficulty, however,
can have a negative effect on P300 amplitude).

III. BCI

MICE BASED ON THE

P300

Given the point-and-click nature of most modern user
interfaces, an important application of BCI is controlling 2–
D pointer movements. There have been some attempts to
develop BCI systems for this purpose, the most successful
of which, to date, being those based on the detection of µ or
β rhythms [24], and those using invasive cortical interfaces
(e.g., [25]). The former, however, require lengthy training
periods before users can control them, while the latter are
not very practical, being very invasive.
These problems can be overcome by systems based on
the use of P300s. Some success with this approach has been
reported in [26] where an ISI of 2.5 seconds was used, leading
to the pointer moving at the rate of one movement every 10
seconds. Shorter ISIs were used in [27] resulting in a speed
of one cursor movement every 4 seconds.
A more responsive P300-based mouse (producing one
movement per second) was presented in [28]. Initial offline
results were reasonably good, however, preliminary online
tests and further offline analysis showed that the mouse pointer
was hard to control.
We explored a variety of alternatives to this approach
in [29]. Results indicated that the best protocols are those
where stimuli are randomly flashed. The protocols used in [29]
are an improvement over those used in [28], [30]. For example,
at the faster SOA and using a vectorial output-integration
strategy, our mouse could perform an analogue movement
every 100 ms. However, the information transfer rate achieved
were still insufficient to produce a responsive and accurate
control over the mouse pointer.
A key feature of these and other P300-based BCIs is their
use of the traditional oddball paradigm. As we have seen
in Section II, this paradigm suffers from some drawbacks,
particularly at the fast presentation rates used in BCI. It is
then natural to ask whether it would be possible to define
protocols which move away from the classical oddball, while
still producing robust P300s.
In the following section we discuss some ideas on how this
could be achieved.
IV. K EY IDEAS
As we mentioned in Section II, there are three features that
are common to virtually all oddball paradigms: (1) targets need
to be discriminated from non-targets, (2) TTIs are random, and
(3) targets are relatively rare. If we take these properties as our
working definition of “oddball protocol”, we should note that
feature (1) constrains the task that subjects may be required
to carry out in an oddball protocol, while features (2) and (3)
constrain the sequence of stimuli used in an oddball protocol.
It stands to reason that departing from the oddball paradigm
requires protocols that differ from it in sequence, task or both.
Let us consider the stimulus sequence first. If a key problem
with the oddball paradigm is the variability of target presentation, perhaps we could design a paradigm that had a constant
temporal distance between successive targets. In this case,
would the resulting periodic target presentation generate robust
P300s given that the activation of the target stimulus would be
predictable? The evidence from the literature suggests that in
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order to obtain P300s of appreciable amplitude, it is necessary
to create uncertainty in the subject [16], [31]. Given this, the
answer to the previous question would seem to be in the
negative. However, if the predictability in the timing of targets
could be compensated for with more engaging stimuli and
tasks, perhaps targets would still produce clear P300s.
This leads us to the second issue: the task. Typically tasks
involve two components: a perceptual component (i.e., what
analysis of the stimuli a subject needs to do upon their presentation) and an action component (i.e., what the subject is asked
to do after the analysis of the stimuli). In the traditional oddball
paradigm, the former consists of distinguishing targets from
non-targets, while the latter is either counting or pressing a
button. In principle we could change either or both components
of the task while exploring alternative protocols. For example,
one could change the action component of the task into one
which required higher levels of cognitive processing. More
radical changes to the protocol would become possible if one
modified the perceptual component of the task first. Naturally,
this would require changes to the stimuli themselves since,
with fixed target and non-target stimuli, there can be very little
freedom as to the perceptual task. Changes to the perceptual
component of the task would then give us further freedom
in choosing the action component. For example, one could
add extra perceptual features to the stimuli thereby making
it possible to define perceptual tasks based on these features.
This would make it possible to create sequences of stimulus
presentations where one feature is varied periodically while
others are varied randomly.
We carried out a preliminary test of these ideas in [32],
where we defined three protocols that use a periodic stimulation sequence in combination with various tasks. Only one of
them proved capable of producing robust P300s. In this paper
we will study this periodic protocol and explore whether it
can compete with the standard oddball protocol within the
context of a BCI mouse. We will also perform a comparison
of variants of the protocol with corresponding variants of the
oddball protocol to better understand the interactions between
task and sequence.
V. M ETHODOLOGY
In the present study we performed two experiments where
we tested a total of five distinct protocols.
Experiment 1 was carried out to perform a pairwise comparison between the best periodic protocol from [32] (which
below we will call Periodic Random-Colour Name) against
the state of the art: a traditional oddball paradigm (later called
Random Single-Colour Count).
Experiment 2 was conducted to replicate Experiment 1
(bringing the total number of subjects that did the experiment
to 16) as well as to better understand the combined effects of
the changes in sequence (random vs periodic) and changes in
task (counting vs colour naming) on the P300 component and
more generally on ERPs, for a fixed choice of stimuli.
In all the protocols, participants were presented with a
display containing eight circles (with each circle representing
a direction of movement for the mouse cursor) that formed an
imaginary circle at the centre of the display (see Fig. 1). During each trial, the circles in turn flashed (by changing rapidly

Target Cue
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Fig. 1: The start of a sequence of stimulus presentations for the Random
Single-Colour Count protocol (top), the Random Random-Colour Count and
Random Random-Colour Name protocols (middle), and the Periodic RandomColour Name and Periodic Random-Colour Count protocols (bottom).

from a baseline colour/intensity to a different colour/intensity
and back), either randomly or periodically, depending on
the protocol. At the beginning of the trial, participants were
assigned a target circle and asked to perform a task every time
it flashed.
Below we provide further details on the methodology.
A. Participants
In Experiment 1, data were collected from a total of 8
participants with an average age of 33. They all had normal
or corrected to normal vision except for subject 5 who had
strabismus with exotopia in the left eye.
In Experiment 2, data were collected from 8 subjects with
an average age of 26.5. They all had normal or corrected
to normal vision. None of the subjects of Experiment 2 had
participated in the previous experiment.
B. Stimuli and procedure
As indicated above, in all our experiments we used displays
showing eight circles (with each circle having a diameter of
1.5 cm and subtending the centre of the screen by 1.61◦)
arranged around an imaginary circle at the centre of the display
(see Fig. 1). The background was black and the stimuli were
normally grey. However, during each trial, the circles in turn
flashed. A flash of a circle consisted of a momentary change
in its colour. As we will explain below, in some protocols the
colour of the flashing stimuli was white, while in others the
flashing colour could be either red or green.
The experiments included different combinations of five
protocols: three based on random sequences (like the traditional oddball) and two periodic. Below we will describe the
protocols in more detail. Before we do that, however, we
would like to explain our naming scheme for the protocols.
Protocols names have three parts: (1) the type of sequence
(random or periodic), (2) the features of the target stimuli
(single-colour or random-colour), and (3) the task to be carried out by subjects. For example, “Periodic Random-Colour
Count” refers to a protocol with a periodic sequence of target
presentations, where the colour of the targets is randomised,
and where the task is to mentally count the number of targets.
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With this notation in hand, we are now in a position to
describe the protocols. These were as follows:
Random Single-Colour Count (RSCC): This protocol (effectively a standard oddball protocol) randomly highlighted one
of the circles for the predefined SOA, then another randomlychosen one, and so on, as illustrated in the top row of Fig. 1.
Subjects were tasked with mentally counting the number of
times the target stimulus was highlighted. This protocol can
be considered to be the reference design since most P300based BCI protocols utilise this type of stimulation and task
combination, including the first P300-based BCI created by
Farwell and Donchin [9].
Random Random-Colour Count (RRCC): This protocol was
identical to the previous protocol except that the stimuli were
highlighted randomly in red or in green (see Fig. 1, second
row). Again, the subjects were tasked with counting the number of times the target stimulus was highlighted (irrespective
of whether it was highlighted in red or in green).
Random Random-Colour Name (RRCN): This protocol is
identical to the Random Random-Colour Count except for the
task: here the subject had to mentally name the colour of the
highlighted target.
Periodic Random-Colour Name (PRCN): This protocol was
identical to the Random Random-Colour Name protocol, except that stimuli flashed in a periodic clockwise order (Fig. 1,
bottom row). Each subject was asked to mentally name the
colour of the target stimulus when this was highlighted.
Periodic Random-Colour Count (PRCC): This protocol
differed from the Periodic Random Colour Name protocol in
task only. In this protocol the subject had to count the number
of times the target was highlighted.
Note that in all these protocols the targets are defined by
their position in the ring of 8 circles displayed on the screen
and not by any other feature.
The order in which the subjects carried out the protocols
was randomised in all experiments. Protocols were blocked
according to the task, so, for example, a subject would perform
the protocols with a counting task first and then the protocols
with a colour naming task or vice versa.
All protocols used an SOA of approximately 100 ms (more
precisely 6 × 60−1 s, as permitted by the 60 Hz refresh rate
of the LCD monitor used) with an ISI of 0 ms. This meant
that all eight stimuli would be flashed within 800 ms. In the
protocols where stimuli were flashed in a random order, the
same stimulus could not flash twice in succession and also two
adjacent stimuli were not allowed to flash within one SOA.
Each protocol was divided into runs, which we will call
direction epochs, because in the context of our BCI mouse
each circle represents a direction of motion for the mouse
pointer. During a direction epoch, the participant was first
greeted by a blank screen and after a predefined period the
stimuli appeared near the centre of the screen. A red arrow
then appeared for 1 second pointing to the target (see Fig. 1,
leftmost column). Participants were instructed to focus their
attention on the target stimulus and perform the task associated
with the protocol. After 2 seconds the flashing of the stimuli
started. This stopped after 20 to 24 trials, with a trial consisting
of a single flashing of each of the 8 stimuli. After the direction
epoch had been completed, and depending on the task that was

assigned, the subject was requested to verbally communicate
either the number of times the target stimulus flashed or the
colour of the target during its final flash.
In the experiments with the Random Single-Colour Count
and Periodic Random-Colour Name protocols, each participant
carried out 16 direction epochs. Thus, each circle was a target
in two different direction epochs. In the experiment involving
the Periodic Random-Colour Count, Random Random-Colour
Count and Random Random-Colour Name protocols, the
subjects carried out 8 direction epochs and, so, the 8 possible
directions were covered once.
Participants were seated comfortably at about 80 cm from
an LCD screen. Data were collected from 64 electrode sites
using a BioSemi ActiveTwo EEG system. The EEG channels
were referenced to the mean of the electrodes placed on either
earlobe. The data were initially sampled at 2048 Hz.
C. Classification
Classification of epochs into targets and non-targets was performed on the data collected with the Random Single-Colour
Count and Periodic Random-Colour Name protocols (where
we had 16 direction epochs per subject). Classification was
carried out using a linear Support-Vector Machine (SVM) [33].
All 64 channels were used since it has been shown that channel
selection, when used in conjunction with SVMs, only mildly
improves results [34]. Furthermore, in order to obtain this
marginal improvement the channel selection would have to be
done on a subject by subject basis making it computationally
expensive. The data were band-pass filtered between 0.15 and
30 Hz and initially downsampled to 128 Hz. Then, from each
channel an 800 ms epoch was extracted which was further
decimated to 32 Hz.
The classification results for each protocol were estimated
using 8 fold cross-validations, where each fold was created by
leaving out two direction epochs (selected randomly without
replacement). The penalty parameter for the SVM was determined by an inner cross-validation loop for each of the outer
cross-validation loops.
After training, the output of the SVM can be interpreted as a
measure of how closely the feature vector associated with the
stimulus matches the target. By applying a threshold to this
measure, one can transform it into a binary decision regarding
the presence of a target. Naturally, the higher the threshold
is, the less likely a false positive error will be. However,
unavoidably a higher specificity brings a lower sensitivity (i.e.,
an increased number of false negatives) with it.
D. Performance measures
The behaviour of our classifiers in relation to changes
in their thresholds can be well represented using Receiver
Operator Characteristics (ROC) curves. These are plots of the
true-positive vs the false-positive rate for a binary classifier as
its discrimination threshold is varied.
To assess the performance associated with the different
protocols we used the Area Under the Curve (or AUC) of the
ROC of the SVM output. The AUC is a well known summary
for ROC curves that has been used widely in machine learning.
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In addition, we used the information transfer rate and the
classification accuracy to characterise our classifiers.
We compute the information transfer rate (ITR) as
in [35]. Accuracy was computed based on the number
of matches between the target direction for each direction
epoch and the predicted
directions given by the formula

arg maxD SVMJ (D) , where D is one of the 8 possible
directions and SVMJ (D) is the sum of the raw outputs
produced by the SVM in the J most recent flashes of the
stimulus corresponding to direction D.
To compare the separation between targets and non-targets
we also used the signed squared correlation coefficient, r2 ,
which represents the proportion of the total variance in a signal
feature that is accounted for by the users intent [1], [36].
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TABLE I: Area under the curve (AUC) values for the Periodic Random-Colour
Name and the Random Single-Colour Count protocols used in Experiments 1
and 2. Subjects S01 to S08 took part in Experiment 1, while subjects S09 to
S16 took part in Experiment 2.
Subject
S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06
S07
S08
S09
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
Mean±StdDev

E. Artifact Removal

VI. R ESULTS
A. Comparing the Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol
with the Random Single-Colour Count protocol
The objective of Experiment 1 (later partially replicated
in Experiment 2) was a direct comparison between our best
periodic protocol found in [32] (Periodic Random-Colour
Name) with a traditional oddball protocol (Random SingleColour Count), such as those used in most P300-based BCI,
including our own previous work on BCI mice. We based
this comparison on both classification performance and ERP
waveforms.
1) Classification: Let us start by considering the AUCs
obtained with the two protocols.
Table I provides an AUC-based performance comparison between the Random Single-Colour Count and Periodic
Random-Colour Name protocols. Because these two protocols
were included in the design of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, the table shows the data from both experiments
(similarly, other analyses for the two protocols were performed
on the whole set of data). As one can see, the oddball protocol

Periodic RandomColour Name
0.941
0.928
0.907
0.904
0.878
0.862
0.912
0.944
0.935
0.942
0.883
0.934
0.929
0.972
0.847
0.885
0.913±0.033

100
Accuracy (%) and ITR (bits/min)

For the purposes of classification, for averaging and for
the computation of r2 values, the EEG signals for each
subject were divided up into 800 ms epochs starting with
each stimulus presentation. We applied to these epochs an
artifact rejection procedure which involved computing the
first (Q1 (t)) and third (Q3 (t)) quartiles of the voltages at
each time step across all the epochs. The procedure then
removed
epochs where the signal was outside the range

Q1 (t) − 1.5 (Q3 (t) − Q1 (t)), Q3 (t) + 1.5 (Q3 (t) − Q1 (t))
for more than 10% of the samples in an epoch.
To maximise the use of valid information, whenever possible (e.g., for averaging) this procedure was applied on a
channel by channel basis. So, for some channels (e.g., centroparietal ones) we had slightly more epochs than for others
(e.g., frontal ones) for averaging purposes. For classification
and related statistics, however, where all channels of an
epoch are required to form a feature vector, we applied the
artifact rejection procedure described above to entire epochs,
by requiring that the average (across all channel) proportion of
samples outside our acceptance envelope did not exceed 10%.

Random SingleColour Count
0.918
0.927
0.852
0.877
0.674
0.813
0.797
0.883
0.933
0.889
0.806
0.884
0.963
0.919
0.824
0.760
0.857±0.073

80
60

RSCC Accuracy
RSCC ITR
PRCN Accuracy
PRCN ITR

40
20
00

5

10
Trials

15

20

Fig. 2: Accuracy and information transfer rate (ITR) of the Periodic RandomColour Name and the Random Single-Colour Count protocol obtained in
Experiments 1 and 2.

gives very good results. However, the Periodic Random-Colour
Name protocol provides not only better average results but
also, and perhaps more importantly, superior AUCs for 15
subjects out of 16. Importantly, the improvements in AUC are
highly negatively correlated with the AUCs of the Random
Single-Colour Count protocol (Pearson’s correlation coefficient -0.903), the greatest improvements occurring for the
subjects (e.g., S05, S16 and S07) that performed worst with
the oddball protocol.
Under the assumption of normality for both distributions
and equal variance, a paired two tailed t-test reveals that the
AUC results obtained with the two protocols are statistically
significantly different (p-value = 0.0014). Unfortunately, the
two distributions do not have equal variance and with AUC
values being limited to the interval [0, 1] the distributions
should not, as per default, be considered normal. Therefore, we
ran a more appropriate test — the paired Wilcoxon signed rank
test — which also found that the results are highly statistically
significant (p-value = 0.00043).
Let us now turn our attention to the accuracy of the protocols and their information transfer rate. These are reported in
Fig. 2 as a function of the number of repetitions (‘Trials’) of a
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Fig. 3: AUC as a function of TTI in the Random Single-Colour Count protocol
for the 16 subjects in Experiments 1 and 2.

sequence of stimuli before a decision is made by the classifier.
We see that the Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol
provides consistent improvements for both accuracy and ITR
with respect to the Random Single-Colour Count protocol. For
example, the highest average ITR for the Periodic RandomColour Name protocol is 41 bits/min with an accuracy of
77%, while the highest average ITR for the Random SingleColour Count is 32 bits/min at an accuracy of 69%. More
realistically, the periodic protocol achieves an average ITR
of 33 bits/min at an accuracy of 90% (effectively confirming
the corresponding result in [32]), while the oddball protocol
achieves an average ITR of 22 bits/min at the same accuracy.
To test the significance of this ITR difference, we compared
the results in a pairwise fashion. Both the paired t-test and the
Wilcoxon rank sum test were significant (p-value = 0.0041 for
the former and p-value = 0.0098 for the latter).
As mentioned in Section II, some detrimental effects of
temporal proximity of targets on the characteristics of P300s
have been reported in the literature. In an effort to understand
the reasons for the relative performance differences shown
by the two protocols studied in this section, we sought to
determine whether a similar effect is present in our data with
the Random Single-Colour Count protocol. To this end we
divided up the positive (target) trials in the oddball data-set
on the basis of the time elapsed since the previous target
presentation (the TTI). We then computed ROC curves and
AUCs for each of the TTIs. Fig. 3 shows a plot of the AUC as
a function of the TTI. Results do indeed show a positive trend
with the AUC improving as the TTI increases, reaching a level
which is close to that of the Periodic Random-Colour Name
protocol. Also, we see that relatively low AUC values are
associated with the shortest TTIs. These contribute negatively
to the overall performance of the Random Single-Colour Count
protocol. Naturally, the periodic protocol’s stimulus sequences
have a constant TTI, and, so, no such effect can be observed
in them.
2) ERP properties: Naturally, the analysis of ERP components elicited by the Random Single-Colour Count and the
Periodic Random-Colour Name protocols was performed, as
usual, by looking at averages over a large number of trials. Due
to the large number of overlapping components in the oddball
protocol and to the blurring effect of variable-latency ERPs,
the ERP averages produced in the case of the oddball protocol

are expected to be less similar to the “canonical” ERPs one
finds in psychophysiology research reports. On the contrary,
thanks to the constant TTI of the periodic protocol, the ERPs
produced by it should be less affected by blurring and should
be less atypical.
Average ERPs for the two protocols for three different
channels and for targets and non-targets are reported in the
first two columns of Fig. 4. From the averages it is easy
to discern that the traditional oddball protocol produces on
average smaller P300s than the periodic protocol. As expected,
the ERP averages of the periodic protocol are considerably
clearer when compared to the oddball ERP averages.
The TTIs in the oddball protocol we used are very short
compared with the TTIs used in previous BCI work and much
shorter than those typically used in psychophysiology. It has
frequently been reported that short TTIs lead to reduced P300
amplitudes. Also, phenomena such as attentional blink and
repetition blindness, which have been shown to detrimentally
affect the P300 amplitude, are much more likely to occur at
such short TTIs. We believe these are the reasons for the small
P300 obtained with the Random Single-Colour Count protocol.
These results suggest that part of the performance advantage
of the Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol is due to
sequence effects. As we will see in Section VI-B, the chosen
task is another feature contributing to its success.
3) Target vs non-target discrimination: In [36], [37] the
importance of the early components in the classification of
ERP data was highlighted. While such dependency is to be
expected in visual protocols, the finding may be important
for the clinical application of BCIs, because users may have
limited visual acuity on which early potentials rely. With
this in mind we sought to determine which components are
particularly important for distinguishing targets from nontargets in the Random Single-Colour Count and Periodic
Random-Colour Name protocols.
We started from an analysis of the signed r2 function
defined in [1] for the two protocols. The last column of Fig. 4
shows how, in the two protocols tested, the signed squared
correlation coefficient varies across time, channel and protocol.
It is apparent that, in the channels chosen, the periodic protocol
offers a much greater discrimination between targets and nontargets than the classic oddball protocol. It is also clear that
the most discriminative information between targets and nontargets is in the first part of an epoch for the oddball protocol,
whereas for the periodic protocol the most discriminative
information is in the middle of the epoch.
We also checked which of these two protocols’ classification
performance relies the most on the early components. To
this end we carried out classification using epochs which
discarded ever increasing time intervals after the onset of the
stimuli. When the start time was 0 ms after event onset, the
classification epoch lasted 800 ms; when the start was at 50 ms
after event onset, the classification epoch lasted 750 ms; and
so on. The results of this procedure can be seen in Fig. 5. It
is easy to discern that not only does the Periodic RandomColour Name protocol provide better results than the Random
Single-Colour Count protocol but it is also least affected by
the removal of the early components. For example, when the
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Fig. 4: ERP averages of the targets (first column) and non-targets (second column), and signed squared correlation coefficients (third column) for of the
Periodic Random-Colour Name (PRCN) and Random Single-Colour Count (RSCC) protocols obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 for channels Fz, Cz and Pz.
The thinner lines in panels represent the standard error of the mean.
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Fig. 5: AUCs of the Random Single-Colour Count (RSCC) and Periodic
Random-Colour Name (PRCN) protocols as the start time (after event onset)
of classification epochs is varied.

classification epoch starts 300 ms after event onset, the drop in
AUC is 0.124 (14.5%) for the Random Single-Colour Count
protocol but only 0.0347 (3.8%) for the Periodic RandomColour Name protocol.
B. Effects of sequence and task on P300s
In Section VI-A we have seen that the Periodic RandomColour Name protocol produces clearer P300s in the presence
of targets than the traditional Random Single-Colour Count
protocol. However, since these two protocols differ by sequence, stimuli and task, it is reasonable to ask how much

each difference contributed to this result. Experiment 2 was
designed to answer this very question, in addition to providing
further support for the results of Experiment 1. In particular,
we compared the differences in the P300 components elicited
by four protocols: Periodic Random-Colour Name, Periodic
Random-Colour Count, Random Random-Colour Name and
Random Random-Colour Count. These protocol differ in the
task (counting vs naming) and sequence (random vs periodic)
employed, while they all share the same stimuli.
The average ERPs for the four protocols for three midline
channels and for targets and non-targets are reported in the first
two columns of Fig. 6. The target averages unequivocally show
a greater P300 amplitude for the Periodic Random-Colour
Name protocol in all the channels shown. However, we also
see a much improved P300 amplitude in the Random RandomColour Name protocol when compared to the standard oddball (Random Random-Colour Count). Overall the Periodic
Random-Colour Name protocol tends to produce ERPs that
have a more central focus (note how the P300 component for
such a protocol has the largest amplitude in Cz) whereas both
oddball protocols tend to have a parietal focus. Note that the
Periodic Random-Colour Count produces no discernible P300
component whereas in the Periodic Random-Colour Name
(where the task is changed to naming of the highlighted colour)
the amplitude is the largest of all.
In summary, from a qualitative observation of average ERPs
one can deduce that the task carried out by subjects is a very
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Fig. 6: ERP averages for targets (first column) and non-targets (second column), and signed squared correlation coefficients (third column) of the Periodic
Random-Colour Count (PRCC), Periodic Random-Colour Name (PRCN), Random Random-Colour Count (RRCC) and Random Random-Colour Name (RRCN)
protocols tested in Experiment 2, for channels Fz, Cz and Pz. The thinner lines in panels represent the standard error of the mean.

important factor for the elicitation of robust P300 components,
but also that periodic sequences offer considerable benefits
when coupled with an appropriate task.
These observations are confirmed by an analysis of the
signed squared correlation coefficients [1]. The signed r2
values for three midline channels for the four protocols can
be seen in the last column of Fig. 6. From these it is evident
that the Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol produces the
clearest separation between targets and non-targets and that
this is focused around the time frame most commonly associated with the P300 component. The second best in terms of
separability of targets and non-targets is the Random RandomColour Name protocol, which certainly deserves further future
investigation. Third best is the Random Random-Colour Count
protocol, which shows an r2 profile not much different from
that of the traditional Random Single-Colour Count (oddball)
protocol reported in the last columns of Fig. 4. Finally, the
Periodic Random-Colour Count protocol is confirmed to be
unreliable at discriminating targets from non-targets.
In order to quantitatively assess the P300 component differences, the peak amplitudes of the voltages recorded in
each epoch in the 250–500 ms window were extracted. Peak
voltages were averaged on a protocol-by-protocol and subjectby-subject basis and the resulting averages were statistically
analysed. A test for normality was carried out and it was found
that, for a number of protocols and midline electrodes, amplitudes failed to conform to normality according to the Shapiro-

Wilks normality test (p < 0.05). We, therefore, chose to carry
out a Friedman test (a non-parametric statistical test similar
to ANOVA) with amplitude being the dependent variable and
the protocol being the independent variable. For Fz and Cz,
the protocol was found to affect the P300 amplitude in the
250 to 500 ms window (χ2 =12.9, df=3, p-value < 0.0049 and
χ2 =16.8, df=3, p-value < 0.0008, respectively). For Pz the
results approached significance (p-value = 0.066).
In order to determine which protocol produced the largest
P300 peak, a multiple comparisons Wilcoxon rank sum test
was carried out on these amplitude datasets, using the Holm
method to adjust for the multiple comparisons. The Periodic
Random-Colour Name protocol was found to be significantly
different from all other protocols at Cz and significantly
different from Periodic Random-Colour Count and Random
Random-Colour Count at Fz (at the standard 5% significance
level).
VII. D ISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to find an alternative to the
oddball paradigm typically used in BCI, in order to overcome
some of the drawbacks that are associated with it. In particular,
the experiments described above investigated the effects of
presenting targets at regular intervals (instead of using the
random intervals typical of the oddball protocols). We found
that, when combined with a more engaging task (compared
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with the typical counting task used in BCI), periodic target
presentations are a valid alternative to oddball protocols.
Below we discuss the main findings of our two experiments.
Given the practical objectives of this paper, in doing so we will
mainly concentrate on classification performance and P300
amplitudes, occasionally offering possible psychophysiological explanations for the observed differences.
A. Periodic Random-Colour Name vs Random Single-Colour
Count
In Experiments 1 and 2 we studied the Periodic RandomColour Name protocol by directly comparing it against a
standard oddball protocol (our Random Single-Colour Count).
We found that the former statistically significantly outperforms
the latter in terms of AUC scores, providing also a marked
improvement in accuracies and information transfer rates.
Furthermore, we found that in the periodic protocol the desired
ERP components were clearer and of greater amplitude. An
analysis of the signed r2 correlation coefficients revealed that
maximum discriminability between targets and non-targets is
achieved at different times in the two protocols: early in
the Random Single-Colour Count protocol, much later in the
Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol. Indeed, while we
found that there are significant detrimental effects of removing
the early components from the classification epochs (as firstly
reported in [36]), these effects were very modest in the
periodic protocol.
How does the periodic protocol achieve all this? This is
partly due to the sequence of stimulation used: by providing
a constant, relatively long interval between successive target flashes, the protocol prevents cognitive phenomena such
as attentional blink and repetition blindness, and minimises
target-ERP overlap, thus producing clearer ERPs. Some of
these phenomena are responsible for the drop in classification
accuracy at short TTIs observed in matrix spellers [11] which
we showed to affect also the Random Single-Colour Count
protocol (see Fig. 3). This cannot happen in periodic protocols
by design. They thus avoid many of the identified pitfalls
associated with fast P300-based oddball protocols.
A second component of the success of the Periodic RandomColour Name protocol is the task. This has been changed from
counting to colour naming. Subjects reported the naming of
target colours being a harder task than the counting required in
the oddball paradigm. It is difficult to speculate as to precisely
which mental processes have been affected by the task change.
However, based on the P300 literature, the increased amplitude
in the P300s elicited by the Periodic Random-Colour Name
protocol (see Section VI-A2) suggests that the colour discrimination task may require more focused attention.
B. Importance of Task and Sequence
In Experiment 2 the importance of the task and sequence
employed was studied by comparing four protocols, all using
identical stimuli.
Comparing the Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol
with the Periodic Random-Colour Count protocol, which are
identical except for the task employed, we see very clear
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(and statistically significant) differences in the P300 amplitude.
A similar (although less extreme) pattern of differences is
observed when comparing the Random Random-Colour Count
and the Random Random-Colour Name protocols, in channels
Fz and Cz and to a lesser extent Pz. It is thus reasonable
to infer that the colour naming task (enabled by changes
in the features of stimuli) can enhance the amplitude of
P300 components, perhaps to an even greater extent than
changes to the nature (random vs periodic) of the stimulation
sequence. However, task and sequence do interact. For example, the Periodic Random-Colour Count protocol produces no
discernible P300 peak whereas the Periodic Random-Colour
Name protocol produces the largest P300s of all protocols
tested.
Finally, if we compare the ERP averages and the r2 plots
produced by the Random Random-Colour Count protocol in
Experiment 2 (Fig. 6) with the same plots for the Random
Single-Colour Count protocol in Experiment 1 (Fig. 4), we
see that they are quite similar. The task and sequence of these
protocols are identical, the only difference is the stimulus
flashes (random-colour flashes vs single-colour flashes). This
seems to suggest that the differences in the colour of flashes,
or the fact that in one case the colour is always the same while
in the other it changes randomly, have little effect on the P300
component in these two protocols.
VIII. C ONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORK

We have described a novel class of protocols for the
elicitation of P300s based on discrimination of periodic targets.
In testing the protocols within the context of a BCI mouse, we
have shown that the best of our periodic protocols can significantly increase the average information transfer rate achieved
over the traditional oddball protocol. This is accomplished by a
change in the task (from mentally counting targets to mentally
naming their colour) as well as ensuring a constant time
interval between successive target intensifications. This avoids
psychophysiological phenomena such as attentional blink and
repetition blindness, eliminates variations in P300 amplitude
and latency due to TTI effects and also mitigates overlap
effects. Furthermore, the increase in performance is mainly due
to the increase in amplitude of the later components, limiting
this P300-protocol’s reliance on early components.
Naturally, many questions still remain to be answered in
future research. For example, would increasing the number of
target colours in the Periodic Random-Colour Name protocol
bring further benefits? Similarly, it is unclear at this stage if
our choice of equiprobable colours is optimal. Also, we don’t
know if the particular feature chosen to be randomly varied
is optimal. For example, the identification of colours could
be changed for identification of motion. Finally, while we
used the same TTI and number of colours for all subjects,
performance might be further boosted by a per-subject choice
of such parameters.
This study concentrated on off-line testing. Since we used an
SOA of 100 ms, using the same vectorial-integration strategy
as in our previous work, our periodic protocol would produce
one analogue mouse-pointer movement every 100 ms if used
online. This, in conjunction with the significantly increased
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ITR offered by the protocol, is hoped to provide a good
starting point for an robust online system. On-line tests with
the protocol will be another topic for future research.
The methodology used here to generate distinct ERPs for a
BCI mouse could also be applied to a number of other ERPbased BCI protocols such as the Farwell and Donchin matrix
speller [9] or the Hex-O-Spell [37] within the domain of visual
evoked potentials, as well as within other modalities.
Finally, we should note that in our exploration of alternative
protocols, we also tested a novel protocol (Random RandomColour Name) which is not periodic but, thanks to a task
change, still elicits stronger P300s than a traditional oddball
protocol. While inferior to our Periodic Random-Colour Name
protocol, we believe this protocol has shown enough promise
to deserve further future investigation.
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